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Section 1

INTRODUCTION

- Iii This report describes a program which LMSC conducted for the Army WMATC

to resolve a major issue relative to the laser vulnerability of threat liquid

propellant ballistic missiles (i.e., the influence of the liquid propellant

on the thermal and attendant structural response and failure of missile tanks).

LUSC previously has conducted for UNDATC several programs addressing the laser

vulnerability of threat liquid propellant missiles, most notably the Laser

Vulnerability and Effects Program (LVEP, Ref. 1). LVEP resolved many of the

Issues of liquid propellant missile laser vulnerability. However, the experi-

mental program only addressed targets without liquids (i.e., "dry-backed" walls).

Analytic models have been developed to predict the propellant liquid heat trans-

fer effects, but many uncertainties exist. Thus, this program was conducted to

determine the heat transfer characteristics of the liquid propellants of interest.

This program only addressed the propellant heat transfer aspects of the problem.

Structural response problems were beyond the scope of the program. ---

(U) This analytic and experimental program was conducted over an 18-month

technical period (October 1981 - March 1983). Specific tasks were:

- Development of an analytic model to predict the heat transfer
to liquid propellants of interest over the range of laser
environments of interest (intensity and spot size).

- Obtain fundamental heat transfer characterization data on the pro-
pellants, including surface coefficients, nucleate boiling heat
transfer, and critical beat flux.

(U) An analytic heat transfer model was developed for liquid-backed almiinum

tanks. The development of the analytic model was initiated in the Novel Kill

Mechanisms Program (Ref. 2); those studies indicated that the major uncertain-

ties In the model were associated with the basic heat transfer characteristics

of the liquids of interest. These parameters include the Nucleate Boiling

1-1
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(U) Heat Transfer (NBET) coefficients and the Critical Heat Flux (CHF). These

data are normally obtained (for other liquids) empirically in a standard pool

boiling technique. Therefore, a test facility was developee -o obtain NBUT

and COF data on two primary liquid propellants of Interest,mono methyl

hydrazine (MM) and mixed oxides of nitrogen (ON). The specific objectives

of the tests where to: (1) provide CUF data for MM and MON over the liquid

pressure and temperature range of interest, and (2) generate NBHT data for

a typical aluminum surface and liquid conditions of interest.

(U) The standard method for obtaining boiling heat transfer data was used in

this program; it utilizes an electrically-heated plate. Electrical power is

used to provide the heat flux as the controlled, independent variable. The

test surface has a calibrated electrical resistance versus temperature depen-

dence. The electrical current is varied incrementally during a test run and

the voltage across the metal test specimen is measured. The test surface

current and voltage data are reduced to provide a characteristic NBHT curve

up to the CHF point for the test liquid. The tests were conducted at the

LMSC Santa Cruz Test Base, which has the experience and facilities for handling

hazardous fluids.

(U) The test conditions were selected to span the approximate range for

appropriate threat vehicle tanks. Liquid temperature and pressure ranges are

selected on the same basis. Two test surface materials, aluminum and platinum,

were used. Aluminum (the most likely threat vehicle material) was used in most

of the test runs to determine surface-fluid combination effects. Platimum

is a standard material used in previous tests to obtain data on water. Thus

it was used in the initial tests on water, which were performed primarily to

establish the validity of the technique. Platinum was also used in a few

subsequent tests to obtain a comparison with aluminum. The test procedure

employed was based on current technology and techniques developed by liquid

heat transfer specialists.

1-2UNCLASSIFIED
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(U) A single test run provides the entire set of empirical data to establish

NUT and CHP for the selected test parameters of pressure, temperature, liquid

type, etc. The basic testing approach permits a comfortable, deliberate testing

schedule and avoids the high costs, compressed testing schedule, and facility

access and scheduling problems usually associated with laser testing.

(U) The schedule for the program is shown in Fig. 1-1. The thermal analysis,

which includes the model development, was performed continuously throughout the

18-month technical period. The major effort was the incorporation of the test

data. The tests were run in August through October of 1982, paced primarily

by facility preparation and checkout.

1-3
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Section 2

LIQUID PROPELLANT HEAT TRANSFER PHENOHENA

(U) One critical issue in laser vulnerability of liquid propellant missiles

is not yet satisfactorily quantified. This concerns pressurized liquid pro-

pellant booster systems vhen the tank wall interaction region is in a liquid-

backed condition. The unresolved factors principally are based on uncertain-

ties in the fundamental heat transfer properties of pertinent liquid propellants.

(U) The primary heat transfer quantity yet to be accurately established is

the critical heat flux (CHF), sometimes called the "burnout" flux. This is

the minimum value of laser flux absorbed by the wall which is sufficient to

produce an insulating layer of vapor bubbles between wall and liquid.

Figure 2-1 illustrates this transition boiling regime and those leading up to

it. This burnout flux level is achieved after a dense layer of bubbles forms;

when this condition is achieved, the metal wall will be heated promptly to a

temperature level required for lethal damage nearly as though the liquid were

not present. However, if the absorbed flux is below CHF, heat transfer from

wall to fluid remains in the very efficient nucleate boiling regime or below.

The large thermal mass of the liquid then acts like a heat sink, and continued

laser irradiation at the same absorbed flux level below CHF cannot further

heat the wall above the relatively low equilibrium wall temperature correspond-

ing to a continued balance between absorbed laser flux and boiling heat trans-

fer to the large fluid volume. Figure 2-2 quantitatively illustrates the

results for absorbed flux above and below CHF. These predictions were obtained

using LMSC's liquid heat transfer quantitative models (using pretest predictions

of the propellant characteristics).

(U) For aluminum wall and propellants of interest, propellant heat transfer

modeling predictions show that an equilibrium wall temperature below that

corresponding to CHF is generally Inadequate to ensure lethal structural

2-1UNCLASSIFIED
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(U) response. Ensured lethal structural response requires the burnout flux,

CHP, to be applied over a spot size dictated by combined liquid propellant heat

transfer and structural response criteria.

(U) The quantitative propellant heat transfer data corresponding to the

liquid thermal response regime just below, and leading to, the CF vapor film

onset level is the next most important set of propellant heat transfer properties

data to be obtained. This regime occurs when the liquid near the wall is heated

to its saturation temperature where liquid and vapor can exist together in

equilibrium. It is called the nucleate boiling heat transfer regime (NBHT)

(Fig. 2-1). The NBHT regime dictates both the irradiation duration required

to achieve burnout if the absorbed flux is at or above CHF, and e final

equilibrium wall temperature if absorbed flux is below CHF. Th fore, both

CHF and NBHT quantitative data must be obtained for the propelli in order to

adequately establish laser interaction requirements for structu damage for

the liquid backed tank wall. The initial, free convection regi .gure 2-1)

is relatively unimportant because it corresponds to low flux.

(U) A particular liquid booster condition, when the propellant is partially or

nearly fully expended also may be identified. In this case, the laser spot

is at the liquid level line, encompassing both fluid and gas-backed regions,

or is confined to a gas-backed region only. Both of these regimes have been

addressed in earlier LMSC studies for BMD with respect to induced structural

response. These regimes are not considered to be issues of primary interest

for defining lethal structural response. The secondary effects from response

of any propellant vapor present in these situations cannot be predicted with

the same confidence as that for structural response; they are less important

than liquid backed structural response. Therefore, propellant vapor response

effects investigations (e.g., deflagration or detonation onset) are much

lower in priority that the fully liquid-backed structural response cases

addressed here because they cannot be reliably predicted and are beyond the

scope and funding level. Postpenetration of liquid-backed wall and subsequent

laser interaction vith exposed propellant were not addressed for the same reasons.

2-4
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(U) Once necessary CHF and NBUT data have been obtained experimentally

for the liquid propellants, these data must be incorporated into the appropriate

heat transfer correlation and modeling relations to give wall temperature as

a function of time and laser spot flux distribution as input for structural

response predictions. Because of the very nonlinear nature of the liquid heat

transfer processes, the wall heating distributions in the laser spot region

are expected to be significantly different and rather distorted in comparison

with absorbed laser flux spatial distribution. Therefore, besides the basic

CEF criterion required over a sizable spot region, structural response (i.e.,

small spot heating, slow crack growth and propagation, etc.) for the liquid-

backed case may be rather different, for the same laser spot spatial flux

distribution, than obtained in the dryback cases previously studied by LMSC.

Thus, laser spot size effects and distribution are particularly important

for the liquid-backed case. Only thermal response effects were addressed in

this study (i.e., no structural response analysis or testing was performed).

2-5
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2.1 KEY ISSUES (U)

(U) Within the framework of the described basic liquid propellant heat transfer

problem, there are several important factors which were considered in performing

the program to fully resolve the problem in context. These major factors are

briefly discussed below.

(U) Available Propellant Data. Because of the hazardous nature of the pro-

pellants and the unusually extreme thermal loading conditions of interest, only

a modest amount of propellant properties data pertinent to the NBHT and CHF

regimes where immediately available. Reference 3 through 6 are a representative

set of the existing experimental data base, generally relating to much more

mild environmental conditions than those considered here. LMSC performed

preliminary analyses on these propellants in earlier BD-sponsored studies

(Ref. 2). These analytic predictions and models provided a first-order bounding

of the uncertainty in CHF and NBHT for )MH and MON propellants, and substantially

reduced the remaining analytis and testing required for adequate properties

determinations and modeling refinements. Analytic modeling is discussed and

reviewed in detail in Section 2.2.

(U) Hazardous Propellants. The liquid propellants of interest are very

hazardous materials. Special handling and safety procedures are essential in

efforts to obtain required basic heat transfer data. Unique testing procedures

and techniques must be used to efficiently and cost-effectively obtain the data.

(U) Propellant State Properties. The heat transfer from a metal wall to liquid

will depend to some degree on the actual state of the liquid at the time of

laser interaction. State conditions such as pressure and initial temperature,

as well as other factors such as imposed acceleration vector, surface wettability

of ithe wall material and its roughness condition, all may affect actual heat

transfer to some extent. In these tests, nominal initial state conditions of

room temperature and 60 psia were assumed. Some variation of initial temperature

and pressure were employed in the tests, but this was not a major variable.
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(U) The tests were all conducted in a I-g environment, and no surface rough-

ness variations were made (a mode-t amount of surface roughness w~as placed

on the ribbons, as will be discussed later).

2-7
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2.2 ANALYTIC MODELING (U)

(U) A primary goal of this study was to develop high confidence analytic

models which can be used to predict the thermal response of liquid propellant

backed aluminum tank walls. The accuracy of the existing analytic models

will be increased by obtaining the fundamental material properties data that

was previously lacking. The refined analytic models could provide confident

pretest predictions of liquid heat transfer for subsequent laser tests on

structural components. (Neither laser tests nor laser test planning were

included in this program.)

(U) Simplified Heat Transfer Models. To help fix ideas regarding heat

transfer mechanisms, consider a simple, approximate model for the heat

transfer, where the complicating details of any fluid hydrodynamics and

phase change effects are ignored initially. The rate of heat transfer from

wall to liquid basically depends on the difference between wall temperature T

and liquid temperature T, , where the latter is taken as a constant because

of the large fluid volume. Then the rate of heating of a thermally-thin wall

depends on a balance between absorbed laser flux and heat transferred to

the liquid, or, written as a differential equation,

Pc6 - nq - h(T-T )n (1)

(U) where t is irradiation time; p , c, and 6 are density, speLific

heat and thickness of wall; a is wall exterior absorptance to incident

laser flux q; h is an empirically obtained heat transfer coefficient for

a particular combination of fluid and wall; the exponent n also is an

empirically obtained quantity. The initial condition is T - T1 when t - 0,

at the start of laser irradiation.

(U) If n - 1 , which corresponds approximately to the free convection regime,

the solution to Eq (1) is

2-8
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(U) The character of this solution is shown in Fig. 2-3. The vail temperature

initially slowly increases with time, reaches a nearly linearly increasing

Intermediate regime, and eventually approaches an asymptotic value of T - aq/h

when absorbed laser flux is finally balanced by transfer to the fluid; the wall

cannot be further heated under continued laser irradiation. This basic

character for wall temperature rise typifies response when aq is below CHF.

If aq is above CHF for the liquid, h would eventually abruptly change to

a very low value corresponding to onset of a thick layer of vapor bubbles

between wall and liquid, and the wall would then heat very rapidly. However,

when bubbles first start to form (corresponding to the onset of liquid boiling),

the NBHT regime is reached, where n becomes much larger than unity. Heat

transfer data for liquids, similar to the volatile propellants of interest

here, indicate that n for them ranges from about 3 to 5 in the NBHT regime.

A large value for n corresponds to the physical fact that continued vapor

bubble generation at, and prompt release from, the wall is an extremely effi-

cient heat transfer process because of the large phase change energy required

for vapor formation, the bubble size stability as a function of fluid state,

and increased hydrodynamic motion induced by agitation transfer process.

For comparison with the foregoing example, consider the case where n - 2

qualitatively representing initial transition from free convection to NBHT

onset.

(U) With n - 2, in Eq. (1), the solution for wall temperature then becomes

T - T + (f-S) hl-e-mtl 2(h)h 3)
1 ,; -u - Pc6

(U) The character of this solution also is sketched in Fig. 2-3, where h

is assumed to have the same value for n -1 and 2, for simplicity in

comparing the two results. The final equilibrium wall temperature in this

case is much lower, T = (Oqh) . for the same values of absorbed laser

flux and heat transfer coefficient. The large relative decrease in equilibrium wall

temperature qualitatively corresponds to liquid phase change effects on the

heat transfer process. This is a major effect in the NBHT regime.

2-9
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(U) Detailed Analytic Models: Correlation Relations. When the details of

liquid phase change, fluid hydrodynamics, acceleration, and other complex

effects are all considered together, simplified solutions such as the fore-

going can no longer be constructed. One is forced to adopt a modeling approach

which combines the dominant features of all the significant effects together,

and results in a different modeling relation for each of the several differing

heat transfer regimes depicted in Fig. 2-1. The regimes of interest in this

study are where NBHT and CHF occur, as discussed earlier. These regimes are

typified by boiling heat transfer processes. Their modeling relations are

discussed below and include all important factors. Of these factors, the

most significant are fluid properties, liquid pressure and temperature, and

surface finish. The influence of these factors on prediction uncertainties

is discussed later.

(U) Boiling Heat Transfer Prediction Method. As discussed previously, fluid heat

transfer in the various convection and boiling regimes must be calculated using

semiempirical correlations of data (in the absence of more exact theories).

The fact that the heat transfer mechanism differs radically in the various

regimes has prevented development of a single correlation equation. However,

reasonably successful correlations have, been obtained from data within a

regime where a particular mechanism prevails.

(U) 1qucleate Boiling. In nucleate boiling, the major heat transfer mechanism

is convection produced by agitation and vapor/liquid exchange of the bubbles.

The solid surface condition also has an important influence. Based on these

observations, Rohsenow developed a method for correlating NBHT data which follows

the approach used for analyzing turbulent forced convection without boiling

(Ref. 7) and accounts for surface effects. The correlation equation is

r

T (T~-~ &at p r1.7  (4)
hfg of VbfS (PI P) P)

(NOTE: r - 0.33 for water)

2-11
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(U) where q. is the heat flux; (Te-Tsat) is the difference between the surface

and liquid saturation temperatures; c, , p, , ay, and Pr 2  are the specific

heat, density, viscosity, surface tension, and Prandtl number of the liquid;

v Is the vapor density; hfg is the latent heat of vaporization, and S

is gravitational acceleration. The coefficient Cof is an empirical constant

that accounts for the effect of the surface-fluid combination; it is determined

by plotting experimental NBHT data in terms of the dimensionless groups of

Eq. (4).

(U) Critical Heat Flux. The CHF correlation equation is based on a hydro-

dynamic model which postulates that as increased NBHT produces more and more

active nucleation sites, the liquid flow to the surface is restricted suffi-

ciently to produce the onset of unstable vapor blanketing. The ClF occurs at

this onset condition. The correlation equation for saturated liquids is:

(Ref. 8):

qCHF (sat) (O [, (O,, g 1/[ 1/
p "h K, 2 01 (5)

v hfg Ov J[ +PV (

(U) For subcooled liquids (Tliq < Teat), the following modification is

applied (Ref. 9):

1 2 v
(k P C )/l~,L v/

-s) + X0 I /8 (Teat - T liq) (6)

qC1 (sat) l+ 2  av h (P f 1 - Pv~ 1/
ov h fg P 2v

vi

(U) In these equations, pv and pL are the vapor and liquid densities;

hfr is the heat of vaporization, o , kt , and c2  are the liquid surface

tension, thermal conductivity, and specific heat, respectively; and g is the

2-12
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(U) gravitational acceleration. The coefficients K1 and K2 are empirical

constants that are determined by plotting CHF data in terms of the dimensionless

groups of Eqs. (5) and (6).

(U) Computerized Beat Transfer Model. A computer code, FHEAT, has been

constructed to provide mechanized, quantitative liquid heat transfer data for

the entire set of regimes depicted in Fig. 2-1. FHEAT incorporates the corre-

lation relations for KBHT (Eq. 4) and CHF (Eqs. 5 and 6) of specific interest

here. This code also includes prediction capability for the higher wall

temperature regimes at and above CHF, corresponding to transition boiling and

film boiling regimes. The fortsiing models are adapted from those of Ref. 10.

The low flux, free convection regime also is modeled in the code so that it

can treat the aerodynamic preheating effects on the fluid preceding laser

flux application. Variable liquid properties as a function of temperature are

included in the code capability, as well as variation in acceleration. This

code will be incorporated as a subroutine into the appropriate LMSC structural

response predictive codes.

(U) Modeling Uncertainties. At the beginning of the study there was a complete

lack of NBHT and CHF data on the MMH and MON liquids of primary interest.

Consequently, the use of data correlation equations that employ empirical con-

stants to analyze heat transfer in these liquids imposes some uncertainties on

the predictions. These uncertainties, which would be largely resolved with

basic experiments such as those performed in this study,are discussed in the

following paragraphs.

(U) The NBHT correlation, Eq. (4), accounts for pressure and temperature effects

through the fluid properties. The fluid properties for MMH and MON liquids

and vapors are known with reasonable accuracy (e.g., Ref. 3). The observed

negligible influence of acceleration on NBHT is reflected in the gI/6 term

of Eq. (4). Therefore, the major source of uncertainty in using Eq. (4) to

predict the NIBHT of MH or MON liquids is the effect of surface-fluid coefficient, Csf,

which is a function of surface roughness. Because the internal surface rough-

ness of a threat vehicle Is unknown and can only be estimated, it is important

to bound the uncertainty involved with experiments.

2-13
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(U) Discussion of the surface finish uncertainty is aided by the sketch of

Fig. 2-4. Increasing surface roughness shifts the NBHT curve to the left,

Improving heat transfer. The lower temperature bound (for all liquids and

surface finishes) is the liquid saturation temperature. The upper bound

(the maximum temperature attainable for laser environments where qL < qCHF)

would be the NBHT curve for propellant/smooth aluminum surface combinations.

This bound has some Importance in laser/tank lethality analysis. However,

without NBHT data for MH and MON on smooth aluminum, it is undefined.

Available data for other fluids on smooth and rough surfaces indicate that

the maximum uncertainty in the CHF temperature (the value of T when the

CHF is reached) is less than 1000F.

(U) In this program relatively smooth aluminum was used as the wall material,

resulting in burnout of CHF temperatures which will be on the high band of

the expected range.

(U) Since it is a hydrodynamic phenomenon, the CHF level is not very sensitive

to the character of the heating surface. Thus, in laser/tank response analysis,

surface finish will affect only the wall temperature at which CHF is reached

(along the NBHT curve) and not the CHF level itself.

(U) The CHF correlations, Eqs. (5) and (6), account for pressure and tempera-

ture effects through the fluid properties. They are not expected to be a

source of uncertainty; however, experimental CHF data for !*H and MON are

needed to validate the correlation equations for these liquids. In Ref. 8,

the value K1 - 0.18 was determined with a ±30 percent associated uncertainty

due to the spread of the plotted data (for many different liquids and conditions).

This value was used for pretest predictions.

(U) -In Eq. (5), the qCHF(sat) is predicted to vary with g . This is con-

sistent with the acceleration data presented in Ref. 2. Therefore, the effects

of acceleration appear to be fairly well determined, although some uncertainty

exists because of the scarcity of data for surface orientations of interest,

which are parallel to the acceleration vector. However, relatively recent NBHT

2-14
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(U) data for vertically oriented graphite heater rod surfaces also show an

approximately 1/5 to 1/4 power dependence on acceleration when it is parallel

to the rod surfaces. Therefore, available empirical data, as well as the

correlation relations themselves, all indicate that acceleration has a rela-

tively weak effect on NBHT and CHF. No variations of acceleration were made

in this program (all at g - 1).

(U) In addition to the uncertainty of the CHF prediction correlations,

uncertainties may exist due to variation in threat vehicle tank conditions

(propellant properties, pressure, and temperature) assumed in the laser/tank

response calculations. Besides the fluid properties, the bulk temperature

of the fluid, which depends on the initial temperature at lift-off and

aerodynamic heating, has the strongest effect on CHF. Experimentally verified

prediction methods are needed to compute estimates of the effect on wall heating

due to design and environment variations. Several variations in fluid bulk

temperatures were made in this program.

2-16
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Section 3

TEST PROGRAM

(U) This section describes the basic test program which was perforad to obtain

nucleate boiling heat transfer (NBHT) and critical heat flux (CHF) data on the

primary liquid propellants of interest, MMH and MON. The basic heat transfer

data are essential to the development and validation of liquid heat transfer

prediction methods for MMII and MON, and the bounding of the associated uncer-

tainties. The test objectives, approach, and test appara-.is and procedures for

the experiments are presented.

(U) The objectives of the tests were to: (1) provide CHF data for I9Hf and MON

over the liquid pressure and temperature range of interest, and (2) generate

NBHT data for a typical aluminum surface and liquid conditions of interest.

3.1 TEST APPROACH

(U) Heat transfer data in the nucleate boiling heat transfer regime for a

variety of liquids, most notably and extensively for water, have been obtained

experimentally by several investigators over the years. This has led to devel-

opment of a relatively standard technique for obtaining NBHT which uses an

electrically heated metal strip immersed in the liquid in a pressurized con-

tainer. The technique permits efficient data collection in a straightforward

fashion. Unfortunately, as noted earlier, data of this type have not been

obtained for the liquid propellants of interest, partly because of their hazar-

dous nature but especially because there was not prior requirement for it. The

experimental program used in this study was based on this standard technique.

(U) A schematic of the test apparatus used in this study is shown in Fig. 3-1.

Electrical power is used to provide the heat flux as the controlled, indepen-

dent variable. The test surface has a calibrated electrical resistance versus

3-1
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(U) temperature dependence. The electrical current is varied incrementally

during a test run and the voltage across the test metal specimen is measured.

The test surface current and voltage data are reduced to provide a character-

istic NBHT curve (qF versus Tw ) to the CHF point for the test liquid. The

tests were conducted at the LMSC Santa Cruz Test Base, which has the experience

and facilities for handling hazardous fluids. Current from a DC power supply

was used to heat the test surface. Nitrogen gas was used to pressurize the

container. The design of the test ribbon was selected to minimize size effects

on the data and simultaneously to satisfy the system electrical current con-

straints. (Larger surfaces require more current to provide the same heat

flux.) The matrix of tests is shown in Table 3-1.

(U) The test conditions were selected to span the approximate range for appro-

priate threat vehicle tanks. Liquid temperature and pressure ranges are

selected on the same basis. Two test surface materials, aluminum and platinum,

were used. Aluminum (the most likely threat vehicle material) was used in gen-

eral. However, tests employing platinum ribbons were also conducted. Platinum

is a standard ribbon used in the tests which obtained the existing data. The

first tests were run on water (at room temperature and pressure) with platinum

ribbons. Their objective was to obtain data with the LMSC facility and compare

it to existing data for these standard conditions. The results agreed well

with the published data, and thus the technique was validated. The tests on

water were followed by tests on isopropyl alcohol with aluminum ribbons. These

tests were conducted to gain experience with aluminum ribbons and with a fluid

which has a much lower CHF than water (approximately 100 W/cm 2 vs. 600 W/cm2 ).

These tests were followed by the tests on the actual propellants. The results

of the tests are discussed in Section 4.

3.2 TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION

(U) A schematic of the test facility was shown in Fig. 3-1. This facility was

Installed at the LMSC Santa Cruz Test Facility (LMSC SCTF). The test tank is
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(U) 8 inches in diameter by 12 inches in height; it Is fabricated of aluminum

6061-T6. The bottom of the tank is a stainle.s steel burst disc designed to

fail at approximately 250 pslg (to protect against runaway reactions and over

pressure); if failure occurs, the tank will vent through a tube Into a safe

area. The end flanges contain heaters, propellant fill ports, pressurization

ports, and instrumentation ports. The test sample is mounted off the top

flange, which includes the power supply leads.

(U) Photographs of the facility are shown in Figs. 3-2 through 3-6. An over-

view is shown in Fig. 3-2. The vent tube is clearly evident; this tube will

vent the tank in case of over-pressure. A close-up of the tank and the associ-

ated plumbing and wiring is shown in Fig. 3-3. The set-up includes two separ-

ate sets of plumbing: one for fuel and one for oxidizer. This allows

switching from one to the other without clean-up (other than the tank), and

results in a more straight-forward set-up incorporating the unique details for

each type of propellant. A rear view of the plumbing mounting plate is shown

in Fig. 3-4 (oxidizer side). Internal views of the tank are shown in Figs. 3-5

and 3-6. The inside of the tank with the top plate removed is shown in Fig.

3-5. The two thermocouple probes can be seen, along with the fill/drain tube

in the bottom; the bottom of the tank is the steel burst disc. The top plate

is shown in Fig. 3-6, along with the mounting rods and a test specimen in

place. The test specimen or ribbon is mounted with a slightly curved or "S"

shape to allow for controlled expansion and contraction during and after the

test.

(U) Test Specimen ("Ribbon"). The metal test specimen or "ribbon" is shown in

Fig. 3-6; the dimensions are shown in Fig. 3-7. The ribbon design requires

very thin metal specimens (approximately I mil) and very close tolerances (they

are essentially foils). Several approaches to fabrication were attempted,

including vapor deposition on a ceramic such as aluminum oxide, which was

unproven and expensive, and laser cutting techniques, which proved to be unsat-

isfactory due to edge melting. The approach which was used for both materials
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Fig. 3-3 Close-Up of Test Set-Up
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Fig. 3-4 Rear View of Test Set-U3p Showing
Propellant Feed Tanks and Plumbing
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Fig. 3-5 Internal View of Test Tank Bottomi
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Fig. 3-6 Test Tank Top Plate and Test Specimen
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Fig. 3-7 Test'Specimen (Ribbon) Configuration
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(U) was to sandwich the sample foil between thick aluminum backing plates

(both sides) and simply machine the samples. This resulted in close tolerances

and very smooth edges.

(U) Propellants. The propellants used in the tests were "standard" versions

of these particular types. They were obtained from the LMSC facility at Van-

denberg Air Force Base, where they were analyzed to determine their specifica-

tions before shipment to Santa Cruz. Of major concern for ?QH Is the water

content; several batches were analyzed to find material with a minimum water

content. The batch tested had a major content of slightly less than 2 percent,

which is within specification. The HON tested was 10 percent NO and 90 percent

N204, which is a common mixture in use today. Other commonly available mix-

tures are 13 percent NO and 25 percent NO (100 percent N204 is easily

obtained). However, the variation in physical and thermal properties is not a

strong function of NO content (see Appendix B); thus the liquid heat transfer

characteristics are probably not a strong function of NO content.

3.3 TEST PROCEDURES

(U) The test procedures are outlined in Fig. 3-8. The initial step in a

given test is to calibrate the ribbon to determine its electrical resistance as

a function of temperature. The aluminum temperature-dependent resistance can

be determined In several ways. Calibration in air is very difficult, requiring

very small changes in current. Calibration in a heated water bath is usuch eas-

ler. However, there is some concern about reaction between aluminum and water,

forming an oxide which changes the ribbon resistance. To check this effect,

calibrations were also performed in an oil bath, which allows measurements to

higher temperatures (approximately 400"F). The calibrations obtained by these

two methods were essentially the same. A typical calibration curve is shown in

Fig. 3-9.
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(U) Once the calibration is completed, the test run is begun. The tank is

filled with propellant and brought to the desired initial temperature and pres-

sure conditions. The test specimen is then heated at a predetermined rate by

Increasing the current at a computer-controlled pressurized rate. The data

from the tests is stored directly on the computer; print-outs and plots are

available within an hour of the test. A portion of this data is shown in

Appendix A).

(U) One of the features of the system is the use of a programmable power sup-

ply which allows an accurate and rapid change in delivered power. In the nor-

mal test procedure, a predetermined maximum heat rate was set for each run;

once reached, the power was shut off and the ribbon cooled back to the initial

conditions. The run was then repeated at a higher maximum heat rate until

burnout was eventually reached.

(U) This standard cyclic type test procedure allowed some variation in pres-

sure; a very slight increase in the onset of nucleate boiling was observed with

increasing pressure (up to 100 psi). This also allows us to "sneak up" on the

CHF, the objective being to save the ribbon by shutting down the power very

rapidly after burnout is reached (as demonstrated by a very rapid increase in

temperature/resistance). However, the rate of temperature increase after burn-

out was also so rapid that the ribbon failed before the power could be shut

off. This cycling approach had the possible draw-back of producing aging

effects on the ribbon, such as the build-up of deposits due to possible reac-

tions of the metal with the propellant. To determine if this effect was sig-

nificant, several runs were made (one for each propellant) wherein the CHF was

reached in one pass. The results were within agreement with the normal proce-

dure.

(U)- The overall program approach was to first establish the credibility of the

experimental technique by obtaining data on water with platinum ribbons and

comparing it with existing data. However, several issues arose; probably the
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(U) most critical of which is the control of the heat rate (i.e., current con-

trol) and the specific heating rate history to be applied. It appears that the

previous data was obtained with relatively slow increases in heating rate

(i.e., a few to tens-of-seconds at least between increases in heating rate).

The actual test procedure employed in the previous tests is not well defined.

While this relatively slow procedure is adequate to compare different fluids

(and was necessary to correlate the water/Pt data), it creates some issues from

both a test technique standpoint and an applicability of data standpoint.

(U) From a test technique standpoint, it would be desirable to increase the

heating (in modest steps) in a relatively rapid manner (i.e., I second or

less), being dictated only by equilibrium considerations for both attainment of

ribbon temperature (very short, in the masec range) and fluid dynamic equili-

brium (which will be somewhat longer). This not only decreases test time, but

also decreases the total heating of the bath. If very long total test times

are employed (minutes), an appreciable rise in bath temperature could occur.

The heat transfer characteristics can be a strong function of the fluid bulk

temperature. Additionally, gross thermal gradients in the fluid could set up

abnormal fluid flow fields.

(U) In addition to these test technique considerations, there is a more funda-

mental concern related to the rate-dependency of the heat transfer. There is

no definitive data available on this effect, probably because the previous

tests were limited to relatively slow heat rate changes (these limitations have

been overcome with the new power supply/controller which permits much more

rapid cor rolled increases in current or voltage). The approach used for the

current tests was to use rates which produce total test times the order cf 3 to

6 minutes, depending on CHF. This rate allowed a valid comparison of the

results on water with previous data, and a direct comparison with the propel-

lants. However, these times/rates, alttoi~gh short compared to previous data,

are still one to two orders of magnitud, lunger than the laser irradiation

times of interest. Since it was believt that there may be significant rate
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(U) effects for at least some propellants, a preliminary Investigation was

made on the last run on MON. This result is discussed In Section 4, which fol-

lows.
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Section 4

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

(U) This section contains a discussion of the test results and the analytic

correlation of those results, including the derivation of the empirical coef-

ficients used in the heat transfer analysis discussed in Section 2.

4.1 TEST RESULTS

(U) The results of the tests are summarized in Table 4-1. The computer plots

of all the CHF runs are shown in Appendix A. As discussed in Section 3, and

shown in the test matrix in Table 3-1, the test program was initiated with

tests on water at standard conditions, the oojective of which was to verify the

test technique. These were followed by a few tests on isopropyl alcohol to

further check out the test technique and to obtain data on a fluid with proper-

ties more similar to those of the propellants (especially MON). These tests

were then followed by the tests on the actual propellants, first on MMH and

finally on MON.

(U) Technique Verification Tests - Water/Platinum. These facility "calibra-

tion" tests were performed on water with platinum test specimens at room tem-

perature and pressure, as has been used in previous tests to obtain the exist-

ing data. The data indicates that very repeatable results are obtained. Addi-

tionally the data, shown in Fig. 4-1, agrees very well with the existing data.

Therefore, the test technique and procedures are believed to be valid.

(U) A series of tests were conducted on each of two platinum ribbons. The

general procedure was to initially characterize the free convection regime and

the t.ansition to boiling. These tests were conducted over a relatively long

time (approximately I to 3 minutes); the maximum heat rate was increased each

time up to levels well above boiling onset, but below burnout. Once the
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(U) characterization at low heat rates was obtained, the burnout (CHF) tests

were conducted. These tests used heat rate increases which typically resulted

In-about 350 seconds total test time. Again the maximum flux was increased in

steps until burnout was reached. The results of the last test for one ribbon

are shown in Fig. 4-1. The figure shows the temperature difference between the

ribbon and the real time bath temperature as a function of the heating rate to

the ribbon. Also shown is the temperature rise relative to the initial bath

temperature; the difference in the two curves is due to rise in bath tempera-

ture during the test.

(U) The two tests (see Table 4-I) show excellent agreement. Both ribbons

failed in about the same time (350 seconds); the final bath temperature rise

was about 40*F in each case. The burnout heat fluxes were essentially

Identical (610 and 605 W/cm 2 , respectively). The general character of the

curves and the slopes are similar (heat transfer coefficients). The first

ribbon underwent transition to boiling at a slightly lower heat flux (40 to 60

vs. 60 to 80 W/cm2) and temperature rise (160 to 170OF vs. 190 to 200*F). Thus

the ribbon temperature during nucleate boiling was typically 20 to 30°F lower

for the first ribbon. These differences may be due to slight differences in

roughness, or may be Just experimental scatter. Based on these results, it was

believed that the test technique was valid (i.e., was producing valid,

repeatable results). Thus, the program proceeded to the propellant tests.

(U) Isopropyl Alcohol. Before proceeding to the tests on propellants, tests

on isopropyl alcohol using aluminum ribbons were conducted as a further check-

out of the test technique. Alcohol is predicted to have heat transfer proper-

ties such that boiling and burnout should occur at much lower heat fluxes than

water; thus the two sets of data should bracket the anticipated response of the

propellants.

(U) In addition, two pressure levels were tested (40 and 60 psia) to check out

the facility and determine pressure effects. The results of one of the burnout
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(U) test on alcohol is shown in Fig. 4-2. This test was run at j8 psia.

Burnout occurred at 95 W/cm 2 with a temperature difference of about 2000F.

Transition to nucleate boiling occurred at about 12 W/cm2 (AT w 160"F). Tests

at-60 psi (not shown) indicated boiling onset at slightly higher heat rates

(about 15 W/cm2) and temperature rises (about 160 to 1800F). This trend is as

anticipated, since the higher pressure should suppress boiling onset somewhat.

Bowever, the dependency does not appear very strong.

(U) Thus the tests on the two well-characterized fluids, water and alcohol, do

indeed bracket the CHF results for the propellants (see the following discus-

sion). Although these are somewhat academic, it is interesting that the criti-

cal heat flux for alcohol is essentially the same as that for MON, and thus it

could be used as a simulation liquid if desired. Only the CHF is simulated,

however; the nucleate boiling regime occurs at somewhat higher temperatures for

alcohol relative to MON. To simulate both CHF and KBHT for MMH, a mixture of

alcohol and water may be possible.

(U) Monomethyl Hydrazine. Four separate test conditions were employed for MMI

as shown in Table 4-1. The first three tests were run using the same proce-

dures as used on the previously reported tests. That is, a series of indivi-

dual tests on the same ribbon were conducted, with the maximum heat flux

increased slightly each cycle up to the point of burnout. For the first two

test conditions, both with room temperature fluid, the pressure was varied on

each succeeding run (i.e., one run at 40 psia, the next at 60 psia). For the

other two tests, only 60 psia data was taken. In the third test, the MM was

pre-heated to the saturation point (i.e., just about to boil), which is about

275"F at 60 psia. In the last test, the ribbon was not cycled through incre-

mental heat fluxes, but rather was taken to burnout on one run.

(U)-The results of the burnout test for the first set of conditions (i.e.,

aluminum, room temperature, 60 psia), are shown In Fig. 4-3. The burnout heat

flux was about 280 W/cm 2; the ribbon temperature was 275"F (or a rise of 196"F
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(U) over the initial bath temperature). The onset of boiling occurred at a

flux of about 30 to 40 W/cm2 and a ribbon temperature of about 250"F (AT =

180F). The ribbon actually cools slightly (approximately 10'F) after boiling

onset, due to the increased heat transfer, but then increases as the heat flux

is increased up to burnout. The measured burnout heat flux was within the

error bands of the pre-test predictions (which were 320 ± 100 W/cm 2), although

slightly on the low side. The transition to nucleate boiling from free convec-

tion occurred at somewhat higher heat flux than anticipated (predicted to be

about 10 W/cm2 ), although there was significant uncertainty in this predicted

value.

(U) The second test on MMH employed a platinum ribbon rather than an aluminum

ribbon; otherwise the test conditions and test procedures were essentially

identical (a slightly higher initial temperature). The results of the tests

were also nearly identical. Burnout occurred at a slightly higher ribbon tem-

perature (286*F vs. 285*F) and slightly higher heat flux (300 vs. 280 W/cm2 )

than with aluminum. Thus the characteristics of MMH appear to be nearly inde-

pendent of ribbon material, at least for these conditions.

(U) The third test on MM examined the effects of initial bath temperature on

nucleate boiling and burnout heat flux. As indicated in Section 2, when the

bath temperature is increased, the fluid is closer to boiling (at constant

pressure). Thus the onset of boiling occurs at lower heat fluxes, and the cri-

tical heat flux is also reduced. For this test, the initial bath temperature

was raised to 252"F, which is just below the saturation temperature of 275*F at

60 psia. The onset of boiling occurred rapidly, and the burnout condition was

reached at a critical heat flux of only 132 W/cm= (vs. about 300 W/cm 2 for room

temperature). The results are shown in Fig. 4-4. This test allows a determi-

nation of the dependency of CHF on initial propellant temperature, or the coef-

fid'4ent K2  In Eq. (6) of Section 2 (see the following discussion). It should

be doted that this test was run with a platinum ribbon rather than aluminum due

to a temporary shortage of aluminum. However, based on the first two tests on

MMH, the effect of different ribbon material is believed to be negligible.
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(U) The last test on MM, using an aluminum ribbon, was conducted in one pass;

i.e., the heat rate was not cycled but was reached in one continuous increase

of heat flux up to burnout. This test was performed to determine if there were

any "aging" effects due to the cycling of the ribbon, such as might be caused

by a build-up of residue or deposits on the ribbon surface by reactions with

the propellant. As indicated in Table 4-1, the CHF for this one-pass test was

essentially the same as for the normal cyclic technique.

(U) Mixed Oxides of Nitrogen. The tests on HMH were followed by tests on MON,

as shown in Table 4-1. For the nominal conditions of 60 psia and fluid bulk

temperature at room temperature (in this case 50 to 55"F), the measured burnout

heat flux for MON is about 100 to 120 W/cm 2. This is about one-third of the

value for MNH (280 to 300 W/cm2). It is somewhat lower than the pre-test pre-

dicted values (using assumed coefficients), which was 160 W/cm 2, with a 1 30

percent uncertainty band (112 to 208 W/cm2). The MMH results were also less

than estimated, but only by about 10 percent.

(U) The MON data exhibit somewhat more scatter than that for MMH, which was

reasonably well behaved. For the normal procedure, where the aluminum ribbon

is cycled several times before burnout is reached, burnout occurred at 118

W/cm2 (Fig. 4-5). When burnout was reached in a single pass, the maximum heat

flux was 95 W/cm2 , or about 20 percent lower (for MMH, the single-pass results

were about 7 percent higher). For the same fluid conditions with a platinum

ribbon, the burnout heat flux was 98 W/cm 2.

(U) The other two tests on MON are of particular interest. The third test on

MON as shown in Table 4-1 was run with the fluid at a higher bulk temperature.

The objective of this test was to determine the dependence of burnout heat flux

and boiling characteristics on fluid bulk temperature at a given pressure. The

nominal procedure is to heat the fluid to just below the saturation tempera-

ture, as was done with 101H. For NON, the saturation temperature is about 130*F

at 60 psia. However, for a fluid mixture such as MON (10 percent NO, 90
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(U) percent N204 ), the two fluids do not vaporize at the same temperature.

For MON, the NO begins to vaporize first. In fact, in the first few tests, an

increase in pressure was observed during the tests as the ribbon and bath were

heated. This was attributed to vaporization of the NO. Therefore it was

decided to not test at saturation temperature but at an intermediate tempera-

ture (92*F) where the initial NO content in the fluid was still about 10 per-

cent. The interesting result is that the measured burnout heat flux was only

slightly less than at 50 to 55*F (i.e., 110 W/cm 2 measured). This indicates

that there is little or no dependency on fluid bulk temperature, at least in

the range of 50 to 90*F. It is unlikely that this trend would hold as the tem-

perature was raised to the saturation temperature. Unfortunately, funding lim-

itations did not permit any further MON testing.

(U) The last test on MON with an aluminum ribbon shown in Table 4-1 was

designed to investigate rate effects. The rate at which the ribbon temperature

was increased (i.e., heat rate) was varied systematically, as shown in Fig. 4-

6. A maximum heat rate of 50 W/cm 2 was used; this rate is well above the onset

of boiling, but about half that at burnout for the nominal heat rate profile.

The time at which this maximum rate was reached was decreased by 50 percent in

each subsequent run. Starting at 200 seconds, runs of 100, 50, 25, and 12

seconds were conducted. For the last run at 12 seconds, the burnout condition

was actually observed at 49 W/cm2, which is about half that for the slower

rate. These results indicate that, for MON, a burnout heat flux of 50 W/cm
2

may be more appropriate for typical laser heat rates. No rate effects tests

were conducted for MMH.
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Fig. 4-6 Rate Effects on MON

4.2 ANALYTIC CORRELATION OF RESULTS

(U) The analytic models employed to predict the liquid heat transfer charac-

teristics of propellants were presented in Section 2. Of interest in this

study are the correct values for (1) the nucleate boiling heat transfer coef-

ficient CSF and the exponent r in Eq. (4); and (2) the critical heat flux

(CHF) coefficients Kj and K2 of Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively. The data pre-

sented in the previous section (Sec. 4.1) are used to derive these coeffi-

cients.

(U)- The procedure for data reduction is shown in Fig. 4-7. This procedure is

relatively straightforward. The surface coefficient CSF and exponent r are

determined from Eq. (4) for each run. The propellant properties used in the

determination of the dimensionless parameters are shown in Appendix B.
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(U) For each run, the computed value of the dimensionless parameter groups

(omitting CSF and r ) corresponding to each experimental data point in the

NBHT regime was plotted on log-log paper. A least-squares curve fit to these

points was constructed. Intercept of this line with the ordinate-unity line

established CSF . The exponent r also is similarly obtained from the same

least-squares fit line. To determine the coefficients for the CHF, the coef-

ficient K2  is first determined from two runs at different initial bulk tem-

peratures for a constant pressure. This allows a determination of CHF at the

saturation temperature, and thus an evaluation of the coefficient K1 .

(U) A summary of the coefficients derived from the data for the conditions

tested are shown in Table 4-2. For the propellants, the values shown in Table

4-2 for CSF and r are for the tests on aluminum ribbons in which burnout

was reached in one pass, which are most representative of the actual case. In

general, the scatter of CSF data for MMII was somewhat greater than for MON (the

reverse of the case for CHF). The NBHT data for surface coefficients are

applicable for surfaces which could be characterized as smooth to very smoooth

(a bit short of polished).

(U) The critical heat flux (CHF) was determined for all liquids for the condi-

tions of interest (see Table 4-1). For the propellants, the nominal conditions

are room temperature and a pressure of about 60 psia. In order to determine

the correlation coefficients K1  and K2 , it is necessary to conduct tests

at various initial liquid bulk temperatures for a given initial pressure. Such

tests were only performed for the propellants (thus there are no coefficients

for water or alcohol). MMH demonstrated a strong dependency of CHF on initial

propellant temperature, whereas MON did not; thus the coefficient K2  is much

larger for MMH.
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Section 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 MAJOR CONCLUSIONS

As shown in Table 4-I, the primary quantity of interest in this study, the

"burnout" heat flux (also called the critical heat flux, or CHF) has been accu-

rately established experimentally for MMH and MON propellants at nominal wall

heating rates (approximately corresponding to 300 sec total heating time).

Under these conditions, the CHF for MMH is about 290 W/cm 2 and for MON is about

110 W/cm2 in the pressure and temperature ranges of prime interest. These val-

ues were found to be accurate and repeatable to within a few percent using the

LMSC test facility and techniques developed in this program and agree well with

LMSC's earlier, analytic, quantitative pretest predictions.

Sufficient CHF data were obtained to establish the coefficient of each of the

correlation relations for (1) saturated liquid; and (2) subcooled liquid for a

wide range of pressure, temperature, and gravitational (acceleration) vector

conditions for the two propellants. Recommended coefficients, obtained from

rest data, are presented in Table 4-2 for the propellants.

The nucleate boiling heat transfer (NBHT) regime leading to CHF and ranking

just below CHF in importance for applications of interest, also was experimen-

tally investigated for MME and MON in this study. The surface coefficient and

exponent of the NBHT correlation relation were established from test data cor-

responding to smooth aluminum wall for the two propellants; recommended values

are given in Table 4-2. These recommended values are empirically deduced from

NBHT test data taken in a single run all the way to CHF onset and prompt conse-

queat thin aluminum test ribbon destruction (melt down). Surface coefficient

and exponent values deduced from successive sets of NBHT runs on the same
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ribbon, but terminated before CHF onset to save the ribbon, generally produced

different surface coefficient and exponent values for the propellants than the

recommended ones of Table 4-2, which are based on one-pass tests. Differences

were caused by metal/propellant reactions and consequent surface film deposit

produced in the multiple-run, elevated-temperature tests. This condition was

much more pronounced for MMI because of the much higher temperature range and

CHF onset value compared to that for MON.

Before the propellant heat transfer data summarized above was obtained, the

experimental test facility was first validated for CHF and NBHT data by per-

forming tests in these regimes on water/platinum, whose results are widely doc-

umented, in close agreement, and are considered the "standard" for NBHT and CHF

data techniques. For water/platinum at STP in the LMSC test facility, CHF was

605 and 610 W/cm2 in two separate runs; 610 W/cm2 is the standard reference

value. Deduced surface coefficient and exponent also are in good agreement

with the reference value for each (see Table 4-2). Based on these results, the

LMSC test facility is considered to have produced valid, accurate, new data on

the propellants tested in this program.

The final test series in this program, which was designed to explore the impor-

tance of heating rate effects on CHF for the propellants, produced results

which demonstrate that CHF for MON is significantly heating-rate dependent.

This is also expected to be true for MMH, though tests of this type were only

conducted on MON because of funding limitations. The CHF for MON earlier had

been established to be about 110 W/cm 2 for an approximately 250 sec (nominal)

run time. As depicted in Fig. 4-6, a set of linear-heating-rate tests on MON

up to a maximum rate of 50 W/cm 2 was conducted, beginning with a run time of

200 sec. In each successive run, the time to maximum (50 W/cm2 ) was halved.

On the fifth run, a CHF of 49 W/cm2 was achieved after 12 sec of linearly

increasing heating rate. This heating time corresponds to the approximate time

scale of particular interest, and strongly suggests that baseline CHF (300 sec,

nominal) values for the propellants established in this test program are very
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conservative on the high side, if much shorter heating time is of primary

interest. Nominal heating times in this program were set by a number of

factors: (1) conditions required for test facility validation; (2) preventing

premature ribbon destruction (it was relatively expensive to prepare the

facility for another test after such an event); and (3) test equipment

limitations (e.g., ribbon thicknoss, power supply capacity, etc.).

Rate effects on the propellants could be performed with relatively simple,

inexpensive modifications to the existing test facility installed at LMSC's

Santa Cruz Test Facility. The principal change required is a higher capacity

power supply, which also would permit a thicker test ribbon and enable addi-

tional'testing flexibility and efficiency.

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

The program reported here was very modest in scope and funding, and required

significant analytical, hardware/facility, and test technique development and

validation effort before propellant data could be obtained. While the recom-

mended propellant heat transfer data are considered valid for the primary pur-

poses of this study, it would be desirable to have additional replicated runs

on the tests conducted to provide greater reliability in deduced heat transfer

values. Also, the test matrix only permitted one or two values of bulk liquid

temperature or pressure for each propellant; extrapolation to quite different

other conditions could be made with higher confidence with additional test data

at other values of these parameters.

Further exploration of rate effects on the propellants clearly is an area that

justifies further attention because of the likely substantial impact it would

have in systems applications of the results reported here. Sufficient data was

taken on MON at the end of this program to establish that rate effects for

timescales of primary interest will be quite significant.
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No NBHT data on the effect of wall surface roughness was taken in this program.

All test ribbons had surface condition which can be characterized as "smooth",

suppressing onset of nucleate boiling and thus providing only one bounding

extreme of the range of possible NBHT characteristic conditions. If rate

effects were to be explored using a larger power supply, the thicker test rib-

bons that would then be permissible also would allow systematic variation of

surface roughness condition.

The validated, existing test facility for obtaining heat transfer characteris-

tics of hazardous propellants has been used up to this point only for two such

pr,:,ellants: KMH and MON 90-10. Other hazardous propellants or mix ratios of

interest now could be easily and inexpensively tested to establish their cor-

responding characteristics.

Finally, this test facility would be ideal for efficiently developing non-

hazardous, "simulation" liquids having the same NBHT and CHF characteristics as

propellants of interest. The simulation liquids then confidently could be used

in place of the hazardous propellants in large-scale, liquid-backed component

tests, thus avoiding the undesirable secondary response effects of hazardous

liquids, but retaining important heat transfer characteristics.
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Appendix A

SUMMARY OF DATA

This Appendix presents a summary of typical data for the tests. An overall

summary was presented in Table 4-I of the burnout heat flux results.

Representative data that was obtained on each run is shown in Figs. A-I

through A-6. The plots shown are the actual data from the plots obtained

from the computer. The ftgures show, respectively:

Fig. Data-Time Variation of:

A-1 Current

A-2 Voltage

A-3 Heat Rate

A-4 Ribbon Temperature

A-5 Ribbon Temperature (Detail at
Burnout)

A-6 Heat Transfer Coefficient

The other data that was typically plotted for each run was the heat rate as

a function of the difference between wall temperature and bath temperature,

which is the primary result for each test (as discussed subsequently and in

Section 4).

The data shown is for the first of the series of tests on MMH, and aluminum

ribbon at nominal conditions (room temperature, 60 psia). As discussed in

Section 4, the general procedure was to determine the onset of boiling in

the initial runs of a series on a given ribbon for given conditions. Once

this was established, the subsequent runs were configured to reach the onset

or boiling relatively quickly. This is evident in Fig. A-i, where the current
level of 20 amps (about 10 watts /cm2) is reached very quickly (current was

the central variable used in the tests). Once this level was reached, the

A-i
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current was increased at a slower, linear rate, such that it would produce

a predetermined maximum heat flux at a given time. The resultant voltage,

which is measured, is shown in Fig. A-2. The corresponding heat flux is shown

in Fig. A-3. The specimen (ribbon) wall temperature, which is determined from

the measured resistance of the ribbon and the calibration curve (Fig. 3-9), is

shown in Fig. A-4. Figure A-5 shows a detail of the temperature history just

before burnout, indicating how quickly the ribbon temperature rises once

burnout is reached. The last figure, Fig. A-6, is the average heat transfer

coefficient history, which is simply the heat rate divided by the wall-to-bath

temperature difference. This parameter provides a relatively simple means of

determining the relative behavior of fluids as a function of test parameters.

HEAT FLUX RESULTS

As indicated previously, and discussed in Section 4, the primary results of

the tests are the relationship of heat flux to wall-to-bath temperature

difference. Several of these results were shown in Figs. 4-1 to 4-5. These

results for each of the thirteen tests conducted in this program are shown

in Figs. A-7 to A-19. The curves shown are for the last run of the series

of runs for a given set of conditions, the run in which burnout, ' the criti-

cal heat flux (CHF), is reached. The end conditions for these t:.is were

shown in Table 4-1. As discussed previously, two curves are shown; one based

on the current, real-time bath temperature, and one based on the initial

bath temperature. In general, bath tempe,?ture rise was important for water

and MON, and essentially insignificant for alcohol and MMH.
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Appendix B

LIQUID PROPELLANT PROPERTIES

The propellant properties required to evaluate the correlation equations

are presented in Tables B-1 and B-2 and in the figures indicated below.

MMH MON
Property Figure Figure

liquid density B-I B-7

saturated vapor pressure B-2 B-8

surface tension B-3 B-9

specific heat B-4 B-10

viscosity B-5 B-11

thermal conductivity B-6 B-12

The property data presented in the above figures were obtained from References

B-1 to B-3. Wherever possible, the data from the different sources are compared

with each other. In all cases where comparisons were made, there was good

agreement in property data values. In many cases the property data reported

in References B-i to B-3 are identical since the data were obtained from the

same prime source.

The spread in property data values reported in the literature is sufficiently

small that the resulting uncertainty in NBHT and CHF is negligible. The

reported data are based on experimental measurements and theoretical calcula-

tions performed by independent groups. The good agreement in property data

values attests to the accuracy of the data.

REFERENCES

B-i. Constantine, M. T., "Engineering Property Determination on Rocket

Propellants," AFRPL-TR-70-147, November 1970.
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